Getting the flexibility, functionality
and visibility your fleet needs
Today’s fleets need more than just acceptance at the pumps—they need robust tools
and controls that allow them to efficiently manage the assets driving their business.
Over the past year, U.S. Bank Voyager delivered more flexibility, functionality and visibility
to its customers by expanding card acceptance and capabilities. Now there is no
comparable offering that covers Class 1–8 vehicles and provides acceptance as broad
as the Voyager Network on a single card.

A single card for your entire fleet
As more organizations sport mixed fleets, more opportunities for efficiency present
themselves and the case strengthens for having a single card solution and a single
payment program for all vehicle types.
To meet demand, the Voyager Fleet Card now offers the robust functionality needed by
heavy-duty over-the-road commercial rigs as well as the comprehensive fleet controls
required for cars and light-duty trucks at gas stations and convenience stores. For the
first time, all fleet classes can be managed through one card, one network and one
program management platform.
The new program brings a single point of visibility and transparency to expenses. Fleet
managers can access information through a single portal with a view across all vehicles
and transactions while drivers can get the fuel, maintenance and services they need
with a single card and nationwide network.
It’s challenging enough to manage a fleet when all the vehicles are the same or similar.
Mixed fleets present unique challenges. A unified program provides convenience and
broad visibility to fleet expenditures and program data for the fleet manager.

Beyond coast-to-coast convenience
Through strategic partnerships, the Voyager Network now provides its customers with
secure and reliable acceptance at more than 320,000 retail and private fueling sites,
truck stops, electric vehicle charging stations, and maintenance and service providers.
As one of the largest fleet-fueling and maintenance acceptance networks in the United
States, the Voyager Network continues to grow. Earlier this year, TravelCenters of
America, operator of the TA® and Petro Stopping Centers® brands and Minit Mart®

convenience stores, announced acceptance of the Voyager Fleet Card solution at its
500+ locations. In addition, more than 5,000 O’Reilly Auto Parts stores in 47 states
were added to the Voyager Network along with 53 Monro Muffler Brake locations. The
new locations accept Voyager-branded cards for payment of fleet auto parts, tires and
automotive services, enhancing the network’s maintenance capabilities.
The network expansion
goes beyond traditional
retail locations, as Voyager
customers now have more
options to use their cards
at private fueling sites
not open to the general
public. Corporations,
government agencies and
other organizations often
purchase fuel in bulk for
additional savings and time
efficiencies. This allows
their drivers to fuel their
vehicles from private fueling
sites, sometimes known
as “cardlock” or “backyard”
sites. With the Voyager
Network expansion, drivers
can access thousands more private sites with their fleet cards, while fleet managers get
additional controls, pricing capabilities and robust fleet data for each purchase.
Most recently, U.S. Bank teamed up with ChargePoint, the world’s largest electric
vehicle charging network, to offer Voyager Fleet Card acceptance at tens of thousands
of its charging ports throughout the United States.
Looking to the future, Voyager will continue to find new ways to offer its customers a
superior, more simplified way to manage their fleets. This includes not only growing
our network for added convenience, but equipping them with the information and tools
needed to improve business decisions and gain control of fleet expenses.
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